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Incremental Cluster Validity Index-Guided Online
Learning for Performance and Robustness

to Presentation Order
Leonardo Enzo Brito da Silva , Member, IEEE, Nagasharath Rayapati, and Donald C. Wunsch, II , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— In streaming data applications, the incoming sam-
ples are processed and discarded, and therefore, intelligent
decision-making is crucial for the performance of lifelong learn-
ing systems. In addition, the order in which the samples arrive
may heavily affect the performance of incremental learners. The
recently introduced incremental cluster validity indices (iCVIs)
provide valuable aid in addressing such class of problems.
Their primary use case has been cluster quality monitoring;
nonetheless, they have been recently integrated in a streaming
clustering method. In this context, the work presented, here,
introduces the first adaptive resonance theory (ART)-based model
that uses iCVIs for unsupervised and semi-supervised online
learning. Moreover, it shows how to use iCVIs to regulate ART
vigilance via an iCVI-based match tracking mechanism. The
model achieves improved accuracy and robustness to ordering
effects by integrating an online iCVI module as module B of a
topological ART predictive mapping (TopoARTMAP)—thereby
being named iCVI-TopoARTMAP—and using iCVI-driven post-
processing heuristics at the end of each learning step. The online
iCVI module provides assignments of input samples to clusters
at each iteration in accordance to any of the several iCVIs. The
iCVI-TopoARTMAP maintains useful properties shared by the
ART predictive mapping (ARTMAP) models, such as stability,
immunity to catastrophic forgetting, and the many-to-one map-
ping capability via the map field module. The performance and
robustness to the presentation order of iCVI-TopoARTMAP were
evaluated via experiments with synthetic and real-world datasets.

Index Terms— Adaptive resonance theory predictive mapping
(ARTMAP), clustering, data streams, incremental cluster validity
index (iCVI), online learning, semi-supervised learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cluster validation [1] is an essential part of cluster analy-
sis and consists of measuring the quality of data partitions
yielded by the clustering algorithms. In the past, this task was
performed using batch cluster validity indices (bCVIs) [2],
[3], [4], [5] to evaluate the clustering algorithms after com-
pletion. In 2018, Moshtaghi et al. [6] introduced the idea of
incremental cluster validity indices (iCVIs) to visually monitor
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and evaluate cluster footprints yielded by the online clustering
algorithms in data stream applications, thus being referred to
as incremental stream monitoring functions (iSMFs) [7], [8].
A recursive formulation was derived for a quantity present
in sum-of-squares (SS)-based bCVIs, namely, the fuzzy
compactness, consequently allowing for the incremental com-
putation of a related class of bCVIs. Since then, efforts
have been used to introduce incremental versions of popular
SS- and non-SS-based bCVIs [9], [10], [11].

bCVIs have also been traditionally used as fitness functions
in the optimization algorithms to perform clustering [12] or
to aid in the clustering process—for instance, Brito da Silva
and Wunsch [13] presented a fuzzy adaptive resonance theory
(ART) [14] augmented with bCVIs as an additional vigilance
test, while Smith and Wunsch [15] used them for vigilance
parameter setting within the neural network. Chenaghlou [16]
introduced the usage of iCVIs in the online clustering task via
systems that combined the incremental clustering algorithms
and an iCVI-based controller to determine the creation and
merging of cluster prototypes. In addition, Ibrahim et al. [17]
used the compactness to aid in making decisions regarding
the emergence of clusters when performing stream cluster-
ing. Although iCVIs were not widely used prior to 2018,
we did find earlier contributions: Lughofer [18] presented an
ART-like online incremental clustering algorithm that used
a non-SS-based iCVI [19] to guide a splitting and merging
heuristic.

ART predictive mapping (ARTMAP) neural networks [20],
[21], [22], [23] are built upon elementary ART models such
as [14], [24], and their classical applications are for supervised
learning [25]. However, some variants exist that have been
repurposed for unsupervised learning applications, such as
biclustering (BARTMAP [26], hierarchical BARTMAP [27],
and TopoBARTMAP [28]), hierarchical divisive clustering
(SMART [29]), and offline iCVI-based clustering (iCVI-
ARTMAP [30]). Furthermore, the unified ART model and its
extended version [31] can perform mixed-modality learning.
In particular, hierarchical BARTMAP introduced a hierarchy
of biclusters whose levels are evaluated using a bCVI; Topo-
BARTMAP introduced the usage of fuzzy TopoART [32]
as fuzzy ARTMAP’s building blocks; iCVI-ARTMAP intro-
duced the usage of an iCVI-based module to replace fuzzy
ARTMAP’s labeling module; unified and extended uni-
fied ARTs introduced integrated learning dynamics which
depends on the type of inputs provided to the model, wherein
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supervised, unsupervised, or reinforcement learning modes
have different priorities.

Our previous work [30] demonstrated how to integrate
fuzzy ARTMAP [21], [22] and iCVIs for offline incremen-
tal unsupervised learning and argued that for the iterative
algorithms, there is usually no reason to use a bCVI for
which an iCVI has been developed. The iCVI-TopoARTMAP
model presented in this work goes further to allow for online
learning by incorporating: 1) online normalization, online
complement coding, and online weight vector rescaling based
on [33], [34]; 2) iCVI-based merge, iCVI-based swap, split,
compression, and prune-and-reassign heuristics during online
learning; 3) summary statistics associated with each category;
and 4) an iCVI-based match tracking procedure, to aid in
dynamically restructuring clusters using feedback from iCVIs.
The iCVI-TopoARTMAP model considers not only the local
similarities of samples to categories but also the global
effect of assigning the presented sample to a given cluster
(i.e., the outcome with respect to the entire cluster struc-
ture), which is considered by the iCVI-based label generation
module.

The main contribution of this work is the iCVI-
TopoARTMAP model. The latter is, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the first combination of a model from the ARTMAP
family with iCVIs for the purposes of online unsupervised and
semi-supervised learning. No prior ART method has been able
to combine iCVIs and multiprototype representation-capable
supervised methods such as ARTMAP to perform online
learning. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, with the
exception of [16], [18], no other streaming clustering algo-
rithm makes use of iCVIs. However, these approaches do not
make use of multiprototype-based representation along with
the iCVI-driven aforementioned operations. The remainder
of this article is organized as follows. Section II describes
the iCVI-TopoARTMAP model; Section III discusses the
experiments and our findings; finally, Section IV concludes
this article.

II. ICVI-TOPOARTMAP DESIGN

Clustering is an unsupervised learning task; thus, no labels
are provided to classify data into groups. The iCVI-
TopoARTMAP model depicted in Fig. 1 circumvents this
problem in online learning using iCVIs for the purpose of label
generation. Specifically, it allows a user to select an iCVI and
perform online incremental multiprototype-based unsupervised
and semi-supervised learning. The model presented, here, uses
an iCVI for online decision-making regarding: (a) sample
allocation to clusters, (b) prototype allocation to clusters,
(c) merging clusters, and d) iCVI-based match tracking, while
incrementally building associative mappings between proto-
types (categories) to clusters. Items (b)–(d) above can be indi-
vidually enabled, while item (a) is automatically disregarded
by the system if a supervised label is presented alongside the
current sample.

The iCVI-TopoARTMAP is a winner-take-all ARTMAP-
based neural network; therefore, it consists of three main parts:
1) module A; 2) module B; and 3) map field. The remainder

Fig. 1. iCVI-TopoARTMAP neural network. The enhanced TopoART is a
variant of fuzzy TopoART [32] equipped with online min–max normalization
and complement coding [21] for input samples x, rescaling of weight vectors
wa [33], [34], summary statistics and inactivity counters per category, and a
CONN matrix [35]. The online iCVI module is the labeling component that
provides assignments of input samples to clusters at each input presentation
in accordance to any of several iCVIs. If the iCVI-based match tracking is
enabled, following successive worsening of the selected iCVI, the vigilance
parameter ρa is changed until the iCVI value restarts to improve. The
map field is a variant of fuzzy ARTMAP’s map field [21], [22] that can
process (in unsupervised learning mode) a label matrix containing multiple
cluster assignments in one-hot encoded form and provide multiprototype
representation of clusters via its mapping weight vectors wab. At the end of
each learning step, if enabled, the postprocessing strategies can be performed.

TABLE I

ICVI-TOPOARTMAP HYPERPARAMETERS

of this section provides the design details of these modules.
For clarity, the main hyperparameters of iCVI-TopoARTMAP
are listed in Table I.

A. Module A: Enhanced Topological Fuzzy ART

Module A of iCVI-TopoARTMAP is a variant of topological
fuzzy ART (topoFA) [32], namely, the enhanced topoFA,
which features the following.
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1) Online Normalization of Inputs, Online Complement
Coding, and Online Rescaling of Weight Vectors: In general,
knowledge of the data range is absent in online learning use
cases. This is a challenge for the fuzzy ART-based neural
networks [25] because they need normalized (i.e., in the
range [0, 1]) and complement coded inputs [21]. Moreover,
when input samples push the lower and upper bounds of
the data range interval, its weight vectors must be rescaled.
Recent works have used different approaches to address this
problem [33], [34], [36]. Here, the recursive rescaling formu-
lation presented in [33] is used to adapt the weight vectors
of module A and normalize the input samples. However,
unlike [33], the minimum and maximum statistics stored are
immediately overwritten if the incoming sample pushes the
data interval like in [34].

If the maximum and/or minimum values of the data features
are different from the current stored statistics (i.e., xmax ∈
R

d and/or xmin ∈ R
d , respectively), module A’s weight

vectors (i.e., wa
j = [u j , v̄ j ] ∈ R

2d ) undergo online rescaling.
First, the components u j = [wa

( j,1), . . . ,w
a
( j,d)] and v j =

�1 − v̄ j = �1 − [wa
( j,d+1), . . . , w

a
( j,2d)] of each category j of

module A undergo an inverse transformation given by T −1(·).
Transformation T (z) represents a componentwise min–max
normalization of a vector z using xmax and xmin

T (zi ) = zi − xmin,i

xmax,i − xmin,i
. (1)

Then, xmax and xmin are updated to reflect the new feature-
wise maxima and minima, respectively. Finally, components
u j and v j are rescaled using unew

j ← T (u j ) ∨ �0 and

vnew
j ← T (v j ) ∧ �1, where the operators ∨ and ∧ represent

componentwise maximum and minimum between two vectors,
respectively. Finally, the weight vector of each category j is
updated by concatenating the rescaled components: wa

j ←
[unew

j , �1− vnew
j ].

2) Summary Statistics, Inactivity Counters, and Connectiv-
ity Matrix: The data stream algorithms usually store summary
statistics (or “footprints”) in the form of multiple “micro-
clusters.” These are incrementally updated once an assignment
has been made for the current input sample and can be used to
alter the perceived cluster structure underlying the streaming
data (e.g., via heuristics for splitting, merging) [37].

In module A, each category j has a weight vector wa
j ,

an inactivity counter (ā j ) and the summary statistics of fre-
quency (n j ∈ N), mean (µ j ∈ R

d ), and hard compactness
(CP j ∈ R)

µ j =
1

n j

n j∑
i=1

xi , xi mapped to category j (2)

CP j =
n j∑

i=1

�xi − µ j�22, xi mapped to category j. (3)

Furthermore, module A also stores a P × P connectivity
matrix (CONNP×P ) [35] containing local density informa-
tion, where P represents the total number of categories. All
these quantities (n, µ, CP, and CONN) are continuously and
incrementally updated during learning. Note that TopoFA [32]

only stores the accumulated frequency (i.e., sample count)
for each category and a binary adjacency matrix in addition
to the standard weight vectors, while the probabilistic fuzzy
ARTMAP [38] only stores additional centroids.

3) Learning (Algorithm 1): When a d-dimensional sam-
ple x is presented, first the online rescaling procedure pre-
viously discussed in item 1 takes place. Next, a copy of
x undergoes min–max normalization using the updated xmax
and xmin statistics and subsequent complement coding [21]

xa ← [
T (x), �1− T (x)

]
. (4)

Module A retains the main dynamics of fuzzy
topoART [32], which are akin to fuzzy ART’s [14]. After
presenting the input xa , the activation function T a

j of each
category is computed as

T a
j =

∥∥xa ∧ wa
j

∥∥
1

α + ∥∥wa
j

∥∥
1

, α > 0 (5)

where T a
j and wa

j are the activation and weight vector of cate-
gory j , respectively, and �·�1 is the �1-norm. To be considered
resonant, an existing category J1 must simultaneously satisfy
the following criteria:

T a
J1

> T u (6)

Ma
J1
=

∥∥xa ∧wa
J1

∥∥
1

�xa�1 ≥ ρa (7)

where T u = d/(α + d) (if EN_T u is enabled—see Table I),
Ma

J1
is the match value of category J1 with weight vector wa

J1
,

and 0 ≤ ρa ≤ 1 is the vigilance parameter of module A.
According to the problem at hand, a cosine-distance-based
match function Ma

J1
can be used instead of (7)

Ma
J1
= 1−

〈
xb,µJ1

〉
�xb�2

∥∥µJ1

∥∥
2

≤ ρa, 0 ≤ ρa ≤ 2 (8)

where xb = x is the original input to the online iCVI module,
µJ1

is the local mean statistic associated with category J1,
�·�2 is the �2-norm, and 
·, ·� is the inner product. The cosine
similarity1 has been extensively used to compare embeddings
generated by deep feature extractors (e.g., person reidentifica-
tion [40], face recognition [41], [42]).

When a resonant category J1 is found for sample x, then its
associated wa

J1
, n J1 , µJ1

, and CPJ1 are updated incrementally
using the following formulas [6], [21], [30]:

wa
J1
← (1− β1)w

a
J1
+ β1

(
xa ∧ wa

J1

)
, 0 < β1 ≤ 1 (9)

µJ1
← n J1

n J1 + 1
µJ1
+ 1

n J1 + 1
xb (10)

CPJ1 ← CPJ1 +
n J1

n J1 + 1

∥∥xb − µJ1

∥∥2
2 (11)

n J1 ← n J1 + 1. (12)

If category J1 does not satisfy (6) and (7) [or (6) and (8)],
then it is inhibited and the search continues with the next
highest ranked category. This process is repeated until either

1The cosine similarity is a dilation invariant measure defined as a normalized
inner product. It carries angle (but not magnitude) information between two
real-valued vectors [1], [39].
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1) a category meets all the resonance criteria or 2) the set
of categories with activation greater than T u is exhausted,
in which case a new category is created and initialized as

wa
J1
← xa, n J1 ← 1, µJ1

← xb, CPJ1 ← 0. (13)

The inactivity counters of all the categories are then incre-
mented by one, i.e., ā j ← ā j + 1,∀ j . However, the resonant
category J1 has its inactivity counter reset to zero (or initial-
ized in case a new category is created), i.e., āJ1 ← 0.

If a first resonant category J1 is found within the set of
existing categories, then the search for the second resonant
category J2 starts from the subsequent highest ranked (if any)
as per the activation function (5). However, if a new category
is created, then the search for a second resonant category is
performed on the full set of previously existing categories in
descending order of activation (5). Note that the second reso-
nant category only needs to satisfy the constraints expressed by
inequalities (6) and (7) or (6) and (8) while using the baseline
vigilance parameter (i.e., the original user-defined module A
vigilance parameter). Within the iCVI-TopoARTMAP archi-
tecture, the first resonant category also needs to satisfy the
map field vigilance test (Section II-C). If a second resonant
category J2 is found, then only its weight vector is updated

wa
J2
← (1− β2)w

a
J2
+ β2

(
xa ∧ wa

J2

)
, 0 ≤ β2 ≤ β1 ≤ 1.

(14)

Finally, when both the first and second resonant categories
are found, then their corresponding entries in the CONN
matrix [i.e., (J1, J2) and (J2, J1)] are incremented by 1.

B. Module B: Online iCVI Module

Module B of iCVI-TopoARTMAP extends the offline
iCVI-framework component of iCVI-ARTMAP [30] to online
learning applications. This work uses the following iCVIs:
incremental Xie-Beni (iXB) [6], incremental Davies–Bouldin
(iDB) [6], incremental Calinski–Harabasz (iCH) [11], incre-
mental Pakhira–Bandyopadhyay–Maulik (iPBM) [11], incre-
mental WB index (iWB) [11], and incremental Conn_index
(iConn_index) [11]. For brevity, we refer the reader to [6], [11]
for a comprehensive treatment of iCVI formulations.

The online iCVI module stores and updates the iCVI
value and iCVI-specific quantities, which collective define
its state. All SS-based iCVI-specific quantities include clus-
terwise and entire data statistics (i.e., frequencies, means,
and compactnesses). In particular, the following are examples
(not an exhaustive list) of specific quantities: between-
group SSs and within-group SSs for iCH and iWB; within-
group SSs and prototype dissimilarity matrix for iXB and
iPBM; prototype dissimilarity matrix and cluster similarity
matrix for iDB; mapping of prototypes to clusters, fre-
quency statistics, within-cluster interconnectivity, and cluster-
wise interconnectivity matrix for the iConn_index.2 Hereafter,
the set of specific quantities associated with a given iCVI will

2In the computation of iConn_index, the frequency statistics are considered
independently of the CONN matrix, and thus, while the sum of the frequency
statistics is equal to the total number of samples seen, the sum of the upper
(or lower) triangular part of CONN may not be because of the vigilance
criteria imposed to the first and second resonant categories within module A.

Algorithm 1 Module A Learning

Input : X , ρa , β1, β2, α, �, φ, ξ , Mtype, E N_T u .
Output : Trained Enhanced TopoART.

/* Notation */

Wa = [wa
i, j ]P×2d: Module A’s weight matrix.

νa
j : Boolean output of module A’s vigilance

test for category j.
νab

j : Boolean output of map field’s

vigilance test for category j.
Ji: ith best matching category (i ∈ {1, 2}).
s j: statistics of category j {n j ,µ j , C Pj }.
I: list of indices of categories sorted in

descending order of activation.

1 for x ∈ X do
2 if Wa = {∅} then
3 Initialize: wa

1, s1, ā1, C O N N , xmax , xmin .
4 else
5 Rescale wa’s and update xmax and xmin .
6 xa ← [T (x), �1− T (x)].
7 ā j ← ā j + 1, ∀ j .
8 Set vigilance parameter to ρa .
9 Compute T a

j , Ma
j , ∀ j , and get I.

10 mismatch← True.
11 for j ← 1 to P do
12 J1← I[ j ].
13 if T a

J1
> T u then

14 if νa
J1

then
15 if νab

J1
then

16 mismatch ← False.
17 Update: wa

J1
, sJ1 , āJ1 .

18 Set vigilance parameter to ρa .
19 for i ← j + 1 to P do
20 if T a

I[i] > T u and νa
I[i] then

21 J2 ← I[i ].
22 Update: wa

J2
, C O N N .

23 break.

24 break.
25 else
26 Engage standard match tracking.

27 if mismatch = T rue then
28 Set vigilance parameter to ρa , J2 ← {∅}.
29 for j ← 1 to P do
30 if T a

I[ j ] > T u and νa
I[ j ] then

31 J2 ← I[ j ].
32 break.

33 J1← P + 1. Initialize: wa
J1

, sJ1 , āJ1.
34 Expand C O N N matrix.
35 if J2 �= {∅} then
36 Update: wJ2 , C O N N .

be referred to as Q. The online iCVI module is responsible
for the following tasks.
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1) iCVI-Based Label Generation: The online iCVI module
generates a cluster label matrix Y that represents the best
assignments for the current sample with respect to the current
cluster structures according to the selected iCVI. Let T b

i be
the temporary iCVI value (or −T b

i if the iCVI is min-
optimal) corresponding to assigning the current sample x to
cluster i of the current data partition thereby yielding the
vector Tb = [T b

1 , . . . , T b
i , . . . , T b

k ], where k is the current
number of clusters. Moreover, let C = {ci |ci = arg maxl(T b

l )},
|C| ≥ 1, be the set of current clusters ci that optimize the iCVI
for x. Then, a matrix of crisp labels Y = [yi, j ]m×k is generated
as

yi, j =
{

1, if j = ci

0, otherwise,
i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}

(15)

where 1 ≤ m ≤ k is the number of clusters that equally
optimize the selected iCVI, and ci ∈ C is the i th cluster
that optimizes the iCVI. Each row yi of Y is thus a one-hot
encoded label vector indicating a cluster assignment that
optimizes the selected iCVI. If there is a unique optimal
assignment for the presented sample x (i.e., |C| = 1—which
is the case for SS-based iCVIs), then Y reduces to a single
row vector as defined in [30]; otherwise, matrix Y addresses
the case of multiple optimal assignments (i.e., |C| > 1—which
may occur when using the iConn_index). The generation of Y
depends on the nature of the iCVI: Algorithms 2 and 3 summa-
rize the main steps for the SS-based iCVIs and iConn_index,
respectively.

2) iCVI-Based Match Tracking: If the iCVI-based match
tracking is enabled, then it is engaged as follows: when the
iCVI tracker variable (v) reaches a user-defined predetermined
threshold value (τ ), then the vigilance parameter of module A
(ρa) is altered as ρa ← max[min(ρa + εicvi, ρMTicvi), 0]
if the match function is (7) or as ρa ← min[max(ρa −
εicvi, ρMTicvi), 2] if the match function is (8), where εicvi is
the iCVI-based match tracking parameter and ρMTicvi is the
iCVI-based match tracking vigilance parameter. For an instan-
taneous change, εicvi can be automatically set, for instance,
as (ρMTicvi − ρa) when using the standard match function (7).
When v falls below τ , then ρa is reset to its original user-
defined value.

3) iCVI Update: After the dynamics of module A and the
map field have taken place during training, the online iCVI
module incrementally updates its state. This is accomplished
using the label associated module A’s resonant category J1
i.e., arg maxi (w

ab
J1,i

) and either the presented sample x for
SS-based iCVIs or the first and second (if any) prototype
winners and the CONN matrix for the iConn_index.

C. Map Field

The map field associative network is a variant of fuzzy
ARTMAPs [21], [22] that has been enhanced as follows.

1) Vigilance Test and Match Tracking: The iCVI-
TopoARTMAP allows for a label matrix that can possibly
contain multiple cluster assignments in the one-hot encoded
form, and this must be considered by the dynamics of the

Algorithm 2 Label Generation Using SS-Based iCVIs
Input : Current sample (x).
Output : Label matrix Y .

/* Notation */

si = {ni ,µi , C Pi }: statistics of cluster i.
Q: set of iCVI-specific quantities.

s�i, Q�: temporary si and Q, respectively.

1 T b ← �0.
2 for i ← 1 to k (i.e., each cluster) do

x is temporarily assigned to cluster i
3 Compute s�i using si and x ((10)–(12) with i in place

of J1 to represent cluster i ).
4 Compute Q� using {Q \ si } ∪ {s�i }.
5 Compute the iCVI value (T b

i ) using Q�.
6 Get the set C = {ci |ci = arg maxl(T b

l )}.
7 Generate the label matrix Y (15).

Algorithm 3 Label Generation Using iConn_index
Input : Current sample (x), module A (M A), and

map field (M F).
Output : Label matrix Y .

/* Notation */

M A�, M F �: copies of module A and map

field, respectively.

J = {J1, J2}: 1st & 2nd resonant categories.

L = {l1, l2}: labels of 1st & 2nd resonant

categories (li = arg max j (w
ab
Ji , j ), i ∈ {1, 2}).

C O N N �: C O N N matrix within M A�.
Q: set of iCVI-specific quantities.

Q�: temporary Q.
1 T b ← �0.
2 for i ← 1 to k (i.e., each cluster) do
3 M A� ← M A and M F � ← M F .
4 Create a one-hot encoded label y for cluster i .
5 Present x to M A� (Alg. 1 using y for the vigilance

test of M F �). Get set J .
6 Present J1 and y to M F � (Alg. 4). Get set L.
7 Compute Q� using Q, C O N N � , J , L.
8 Compute the iCVI value (T b

i ) using Q�.
9 Get the set C = {ci |ci = arg maxl(T b

l )}.
10 Generate the label matrix Y (15).

map field. Therefore, if necessary, the map field may per-
form multiple vigilance tests during its dynamics, and then
output the maximum across all possible cluster assignments
corresponding to the label matrix generated by the online
iCVI module.

Specifically, the effective map field match value with respect
to category J1 (Mab

J1
) is given by the maximum among the

match values Mab
J1,i

Mab
J1
= max

i

[
Mab

J1,i

]
(16)
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where

Mab
J1,i =

∥∥∥ yi ∧ wab
J1

∥∥∥
1

�yi�1
(17)

and wab
J1

is the J th
1 row vector of the map field mapping matrix

Wab ∈ R
P×k associated with category J1, and yi corresponds

to the i th row of the label matrix Y . Note that if a supervised
label y(SL) is provided, then the following map field vigilance
test would be performed instead of (16), (17):

Mab
J1
=

∥∥∥ y(SL) ∧ wab
J1

∥∥∥
1∥∥y(SL)

∥∥
1

. (18)

To learn, the current module A resonant category J1 must
satisfy (6) and (7) [or (6) and (8)] as well as the map field
vigilance test

Mab
J1
≥ ρab (19)

where 0 ≤ ρab ≤ 1 is the vigilance parameter of the map
field. If module A’s category J1 does not also satisfy (19),
then a mismatch occurs, and match tracking engages [20],
[21], [43] thus modifying the vigilance parameter by a small
value ε. In case of a standard match function (7), the vigilance
is changed to

ρa ← max
[
min

(
Ma

J1
+ ε, 1

)
, 0

]
(20)

and in case of the cosine-distance-based match function (8),
then ρa is instead changed using

ρa ← min
[
max

(
Ma

J1
− ε, 0

)
, 2

]
(21)

where ε is the map field match tracking parameter. Then,
category J1 is inhibited, the search continues with the next
highest ranked category, and the process repeats until a res-
onant category is found or the set of categories is exhausted
and a new one is created (see Section II-A).

Note that the map field vigilance test is disregarded until
a second cluster is detected. This will delay the computation
of the selected iCVI value until a second category is created
as per the user-selected vigilance parameter of module A;
however, iCVI-specific quantities are still continuously and
incrementally updated.

2) Learning (Algorithm 4): The map field adaptation is
given by

wab
J1
← (1− βab)w

ab
J1
+ βab

(
xFab ∧wab

J1

)
(22)

where 0 < βab ≤ 1 is the map field learning rate and xFab is
equal to y(SL), the lth row of Y (l = arg maxi (Mab

J1,i
)), or �1,

corresponding to the cases in which a supervised label is
provided, the online iCVI module generated a label matrix,
or the map field vigilance test was disabled, respectively.
Note that xFab = Y for the SS-based iCVIs used here
because they yield a single row label matrix. When a new
category is created in module A, Wab is updated according to
hyperparameter L type (Table I).

1) Variable Number of Clusters: Wab is expanded (1 row
and 1 column) and xFab = [0 · · · 0 1] ∈ R

k+1.

Algorithm 4 Map Field Learning
Input : resonant category (J1), Ltype, one-hot

encoded label ( y).
Output : Trained Map Field.

1 if Module A created a new category then
2 if Ltype = variable then
3 xFab ← [0 · · · 0 1]1×k+1.
4 Concatenate Wab and column vector �0.
5 else
6 xFab ← y

7 Concatenate Wab and row vector �1.
8 else
9 if the map field vigilance test is disabled then

10 xFab ← �1
11 else
12 xFab ← y

13 Update: wab
J1

(22).

2) Fixed Number of Clusters: Wab is expanded (1 row).
The new category must be assigned to a single cluster
for learning to take place (line 6 of Algorithm 4), and
thus, only SS-based iCVIs are supported in this mode
(because, in this case, Y is a row vector).

D. Postprocessing Strategies

When processing data streams, incorrect decisions may be
made due to, for instance, ordering effects, no knowledge of
the data range, and system hyperparameterization. Therefore,
online learning systems usually make use of heuristics to
improve performance such as some combination of split and
merge [18], [37], [44], [45]; however, to the best of our
knowledge, with the exception of [18] and [16], these do not
make use of iCVIs. Here, iCVI-TopoARTMAP can use any
combination of the following five strategies.

1) Swap: The system attempts to swap categories among
clusters if such an operation incurs a better iCVI value. The
system emulates a constrained swap operation for all the
categories from their original to another cluster. The set of
clusters to which a category can be swapped is limited to
the clusters it is connected to as per the CONN matrix: a
category c from cluster i can be swapped to cluster j if and
only if it is connected to at least one category belonging to
cluster j , i.e., if CONN(c, g) > 0 for some category g of
cluster j . If the best iCVI value among these swap operations
incurs an improvement of the original clustering structure
as measured by iCVI, then this operation effectively takes
place. The swap strategy is repeated until no swap operation
leads to an iCVI improvement. In addition, a swap operation
is only carried out if there are currently more than two
categories. Note that a cluster represented by a single category
will disappear if it is selected to undergo a swap operation;
however, a swap whose outcome would be a single unique
cluster is not allowed. Concretely, a swap operation entails
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removing a category c (i.e., a split) from a cluster i and
immediately assigning it to another cluster j (i.e., a merge).

The swap strategy relates to the heuristic in the iCVI-
ARTMAP model [30]. However, the key difference is that
instead of swapping samples, categories are swapped between
clusters. The swap strategy is similar to the approach presented
in [46] in the context of offline clustering, wherein prototype
labels are swapped to optimize an information-theoretic bCVI.

2) Merge: The system emulates consecutive cluster merging
until only two clusters are left, and the best cluster structure,
according to the selected iCVI, is retained. Two clusters i and
j are merged if they yield the best iCVI value compared with
all other cluster merges at that stage. If the best iCVI value
across all the merge stages is an improvement over the current
clustering state, then this operation effectively takes place, and
the associated cluster structure is retained. The merge strategy
is only carried out if there are currently more than two clusters
and the iCVI tracker variable is zero (v = 0).

3) Split: The most recently active category i (as per āi )
is enforced to constitute a cluster on its own. Note, however,
that if the category selected for splitting is a singleton, then the
search proceeds with the subsequent most recent category j
(ā j ≤ āk,∀k �= i ). This process continues until 1) a new
cluster consisting of a single category is created or 2) no
category could become a new cluster and thus the split oper-
ation could not take place. The split strategy is only carried
out if the iCVI tracker variable is greater than a user-defined
threshold (v > τ ). This activity-based split heuristic is used
in the experiments reported in Section III; iCVI-based split
alternatives are discussed in the supplementary material.

4) Compress: In many applications, memory requirements
must be observed, and thus iCVI-TopoARTMAP is equipped
with a compression strategy to reduce its memory footprint
(considering the number of categories as a proxy for model
size). The system attempts to compress the categories of
module A using a modified fuzzy ARTMAP. Let H be the set
of iCVI-TopoARTMAP categories whose inactivity is greater
or equal to a user-defined threshold ξ and let H̄ be its com-
plement, i.e., H = {category i |āi ≥ ξ} and H̄ = {category i
|āi < ξ}. The compression strategy is only carried out if
H �= {∅}. First, iCVI-TopoARTMAP module A’s and map
field’s weights associated with categories from H̄ are copied
to initialize the modified fuzzy ARTMAP module A’s weight
vector matrix Ha and map field’s mapping matrix Hab. These
will not be allowed to learn. Next, the input pairs (wa

i ,wab
i ),

i ∈ H, are fed to the modified fuzzy ARTMAP module
with its module A vigilance parameter ρc and the remain-
ing parameters identical to the ones of iCVI-TopoARTMAP
(i.e., ε, α, β1, and ρab).

The dynamics of the modified fuzzy ARTMAP are like a
standard fuzzy ARTMAP. When (wa

i ,wab
i ) is presented, the

activations are computed as

Tj =
∥∥wa

i ∧ ha
j

∥∥
1

α + ∥∥ha
j

∥∥
1

(23)

where ha
j is the j th row of Ha , representing the weight

vector of category j within module A of the modified

fuzzy ARTMAP. A resonant category must simultaneously
1) not belong to H̄ and 2) satisfy the following two equations∥∥wa

i ∧ ha
j

∥∥
1

d
≥ ρc, 0 ≤ ρc ≤ 1, i ∈ H (24)∥∥wab

i ∧ hab
j

∥∥
1

d
≥ ρab, 0 ≤ ρab ≤ 1, i ∈ H. (25)

The resonant category J updates its weight vector as per (9)
(with ha

J and wa
i in place of wJ1 and xa , respectively).

Note that the entry of the map field matrix associated with
a category remains fixed after it is first assigned (e.g., by ini-
tialization or creation). If a category satisfies (24) but not (25),
then standard match tracking engages with parameter ε. If a
new category is created, then ha

new ← wa
i and hab

new ← wab
i .

Note that categories created by the modified fuzzy
ARTMAP are appended to set H. The training is performed
until there is no change in weight vectors ha

i from one epoch
to another. This procedure can be thought of as a form of
“self-supervised” learning for iCVI-TopoARTMAP, since the
label for each category i ∈ H with weight vector wa

i is

labeli = arg max
i

(
wab

i

)
, i ∈ H. (26)

After compression, if the number of categories of the
modified fuzzy ARTMAP (Pnew) is smaller than the number
of categories of iCVI-TopoARTMAP (Pold), then the category
and map field weights of the former are used to overwrite
the latter: W a ← Ha and Wab ← Hab, where Wa and
Wab represent the category weight and map field matri-
ces of iCVI-TopoARTMAP, respectively. Furthermore, iCVI-
TopoARTMAP’s variables must be updated to reflect such
change. For instance, let Bi be the set of iCVI-TopoARTMAP
module A’s categories mapped to the trained modified fuzzy
ARTMAP category i , and thus, the following is performed.

1) Local Statistics: The local statistics of the categories
belonging to Bi are used to incrementally compute the
local statistic associated with category i of the trained
modified fuzzy ARTMAP via merges [(33)–(35), where
both j and c would represent categories].

2) Inactivity: The inactivity of category i of the trained
modified fuzzy ARTMAP is defined as the smallest
among the categories belonging to Bi .

Items (a) and (b) above are performed for all the categories
of the trained modified fuzzy ARTMAP and used to over-
write the respective quantities of iCVI-TopoARTMAP’s mod-
ule A. Finally, iCVI-TopoARTMAP’s CONNPold×Pold matrix
is updated to reflect such compression. Specifically, a new
CONNPnew×Pnew is constructed from CONNPold×Pold

CONNPnew×Pnew(i, j)←
|Bi |∑

k∈Bi

|B j |∑
l∈B j

CONNPold×Pold(k, l)

(27)

CONNPnew×Pnew is then used to overwrite CONNPold×Pold of
iCVI-TopoARTMAP. Additional changes include, but are not
limited to, removing categories and associated variables for
which Bi = {∅}.
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Note that the online iCVI module’s state remains the same
for the SS-based iCVIs, whereas these must be recomputed
for the iConn_index because of the CONN matrix change.

The compress operation is inspired by the compression
step used in [45], the key difference is that here a fuzzy
ARTMAP is used for “self-supervised” learning, i.e., the
inputs to its module A are the current weight vectors of
the iCVI-TopoARTMAP’s module A, whereas the inputs to
module B are the weight vectors of iCVI-TopoARTMAP’s
map field. In this manner, the mapping of categories to clusters
obtained so far is assumed to encode the true labels of iCVI-
TopoARTMAP’s module A categories. This operation has the
goal of mitigating category proliferation, thus making the
iCVI-TopoARTMAP model more compact. The outcome of
this operation is a modification to the weight vectors (Wa),
local statistics, and inactivity counter of module A’s categories
and the CONN matrix, as well as the map field mapping matrix
Wab entries—a change in the online iCVI module’s state may
also occur if the selected iCVI is iConn_index.

5) Prune-and-Reassign: A category is pruned if 1) its
inactive counter is above the threshold parameter ξ and 2) the
cluster to which it is associated encoded less than φ samples.
Let P be the set of pruned categories; these categories are
reassigned to the cluster associated with the closest category
that does not belong to P , i.e., the assignment of a category
i ∈ P is given by

labeli = arg max
i

(
T a

j

)
, j /∈ P (28)

where

T a
j =

∥∥∥wa
i ∧wa

j

∥∥∥
1

α +
∥∥∥wa

j

∥∥∥
1

, i ∈ P, j /∈ P . (29)

This approach is reminiscent of the fuzzy topoART pruning
strategy [32]; however, the latter considers the number of
samples encoded by a category (not the cluster to which it
belongs) and deletes such category. Moreover, it does not
consider a category inactivity counter. The prune-and-reassign
strategy is only carried out if 0 < |P | < P . Furthermore, this
strategy must be accompanied by adequate changes to the map
field and the online iCVI module’s state.

The operations described in items 1–5 (swap, merge, split,
compress, and prune-and-reassign) aim to reorganize the clus-
ter structures, incrementally, for each sample presentation.
Moreover, the first three operations aim to improve the par-
tition quality as measured by the selected iCVI. If these
strategies take place, then iCVI-TopoARTMAP variables must
be changed accordingly; i.e., some or all the following items
occur: 1) the online iCVI module updates its state to reflect
changes; 2) the map field mapping matrix Wab entries are
modified accordingly; and/or 3) the module A variables are
modified as per the compression operation. Finally, note that
the swap, merge, and split operations depend on the nature
of iCVI.

a) SS-based iCVIs: Since each prototype has local statis-
tics associated with it in the original data range, swapping a

category c from cluster i to cluster j corresponds to computing
the following sequentially:

1) Split:

µi ←
ni

ni − nc
µi −

nc

ni − nc
µc (30)

CPi ← CPi − CPc − ni nc

ni − nc
�µc − µi�22 (31)

ni ← ni − nc. (32)

2) Merge:3

µ j ←
n j

n j + nc
µ j + nc

n j + nc
µc (33)

CP j ← CP j + CPc + n j nc

n j + nc
�µc − µi�22 (34)

n j ← n j + nc. (35)

The merge operation is carried out like [30]. In particular,
merging is accomplished using (33)–(35), where j and c would
represent the entire clusters. Splitting a cluster i consists of
removing category c that was mapped to it and creating a
new cluster l. This is accomplished using (30)–(32). The
new cluster l statistics are equal to the ones associated with
category c: nl ← nc, µl ← µc, and CPl ← CPc.

b) iConn_index: Swapping, merging clusters i and j , and
splitting cluster i entail changing the mapping of categories to
clusters, while the CONN matrix remains the same.

E. Training

Algorithm 5 shows an online training procedure for iCVI-
TopoARTMAP. It starts by presenting the input(s) to the
network. If the current input(s) is/are the very first fed to the
system, then the input(s) is/are used to initialize the network,
i.e., module A, map field, and online iCVI module’s state.
For instance, the weight vector and local statistics of module
A are initialized using (13), the CONN matrix is initialized
as [0]1×1, the inactivity of the first category is initialized as
ā1 = 0, and the map field mapping matrix Wab is initialized
as [1]1×1. Next, the current value of iCVI is temporarily stored
for future comparison.

The existence of a supervised class label y(SL) is verified
by the system, and, in the affirmative case, then the (x, y(SL))
pair is used to train module A and proceed with the remaining
training steps; in the negative case, then the number of
clusters (k) detected by the system is verified, and if it is
equal to one, then the map field vigilance test is disabled
for module A training before proceeding with the remaining
training steps. Conversely, if k > 1 (which is a necessary
condition to compute iCVI values), then, at each iteration,
the online iCVI module is engaged to generate a cluster
label matrix Y using the selected iCVI representing the best
placement(s) of the input sample (Section II-B), where an
iCVI value is incrementally recomputed for the temporary

3In [16], the merging of compactnesses is not discussed nor a formula
is given. Inspection of the code provided by the author indicates that in
such work, the merge operation is computed as a weighted average (i.e.,
CPmerge ← (n1CP1 + n2CP2)/(n1 + n2), where CPi and ni are the
compactness and frequency associated with prototype i ∈ {1, 2}, respectively),
which is not an exact computation like (34).
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assignment of the presented input sample to each existing
cluster. Note that not all the iCVI quantities are recomputed,
solely the ones associated with the respective temporary cluster
assignment.

In this manner, supervised labels have priority in the system,
like the mixed-modality learning system presented in [31]. The
capability of also handling supervised labels allows for the
inclusion of external knowledge into the system at any time
(e.g., initialization of the system using a priori knowledge
and semi-supervised online learning mode—i.e., map field
with parameter L type set to fixed). In cases where supervised
labels are provided, the online iCVI module’s state is updated
in accordance to such sample and label pairs. Note that the
input(s) to the online iCVI module can be the raw input sample
as well as data from module A and the map field.

The map field and module A components retain many of
their original dynamics [14], [21], [22], [32]. Within mod-
ule A, a copy of the presented sample x undergoes min–max
normalization and complement coding, thus becoming the
input to module A (xa), whereas its raw copy (non-normalized
original sample x) is used to update the summary statistics
(Section II-A) of the resonant category (or initialize the local
statistics of a new category). The raw input is also used for the
SS-based iCVI computations performed via the online iCVI
module. A sample x and its processed copy are discarded
after being presented to the system. When a category resonates
(i.e., satisfies both the module and map field reso-
nance checks), then learning ensues as described in
Sections II-A and II-C. Following sample assignment, the
online iCVI module updates its state as necessary.

After the presentation of each sample, the system attempts
to perform enabled postprocessing heuristics (Section II-D).
Note that when performing these operations, iCVI-
TopoARTMAP internal variables must be updated accordingly.
Moreover, the iCVI-specific quantities associated with the
current partition are cached [11], [30] to speed up the learning
process in operations related to iCVIs. The last step for a
given sample presentation consists of comparing the iCVI
values at the beginning and the end of the current iteration
and updating the iCVI tracker variable: if it is worse, then
v ← v + 1; otherwise, v ← max(0, v − 1).

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

In this work, experiments were carried out with 11 synthetic
and 3 real-world datasets (Table II).

1) Synthetic Data: This type of data is often used in the
literature [47], [48]. The benchmark datasets listed in Table II
comprise a mix of properties, such as a different number of
clusters, degrees of overlap, and class imbalance. Subsets of
this collection of datasets have been used in several recent data
stream studies, such as [6], [9], [10], [16], [17], and [49].

2) Real-World Image Data: The FEI dataset [50] consists
of the faces of 200 individuals (14 images per individual)
taken under a controlled environment with different illumi-
nation settings. Individuals vary in age, poses, and facial
expressions.

Algorithm 5 iCVI-TopoARTMAP Learning

Input : Streaming data X , class label y(S L), and
iCVI-TopoARTMAP hyperparameters
(Table I).

Output : Trained iCVI-TopoARTMAP.

/* Notation */

t: time (proxy for number of samples).

kt: number of clusters at time t.
1 t ← 0.
2 for x ∈ X do
3 t ← t + 1
4 if t = 1 then
5 Initialize iCVI-TopoARTMAP.
6 else
7 Get current iCVI value (iCV Istart ).
8 if y(S L) �= {∅} then
9 Y ← y(S L).

10 else
11 if kt > 1 then
12 Present x to the online iCVI module to

generate the label matrix Y .
13 if E N_MTicvi then
14 Call the iCVI-based match tracking

routine (Section II-B).

15 else
16 Disable the map field’s vigilance test.

17 Run the dynamics of module A (Section II-A).
18 Run the dynamics of map field (Section II-C).
19 Update the iCVI module state (Section II-B).

Postprocessing (Section II-D)

20 if E N_merge then
21 Call the merge strategy routine.

22 if E N_spli t then
23 Call the split strategy routine.

24 if E N_swap then
25 Call the swap strategy routine.

26 if E N_compress then
27 Call the compress strategy routine.

28 if E N_ prune_reassign then
29 Call the prune-and-reassign strategy routine.

30 Get current iCVI value (iCV Iend ).
31 if iCV Istart is better than iCV Iend then
32 v ← v + 1.
33 else
34 v ← max(0, v − 1).

3) Real-World Sensor Data: Sensor datasets are frequently
used in the literature given their streaming nature [48]. More-
over, sensor networks are a typical use case for the data
stream algorithms [47]. In this work, experiments were carried
out with the gas sensor array under dynamic gas mixtures
(GSA) [51] and the occupancy detection (OD) [52] datasets,
which have been used in recent data stream studies [6], [53].
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TABLE II

DATASETS’ CHARACTERISTICS: N , d , AND k REPRESENT THE NUMBER
OF SAMPLES, ATTRIBUTES, AND CLUSTERS, RESPECTIVELY

All aforementioned datasets were used for benchmark-only
purposes within the scope of this research article.

B. Experimental Setup

1) Synthetic Data: Input ordering tends to have a dramatic
effect on the performance of online agglomerative clustering
algorithms such as ART [59]. Therefore, the unsupervised
experiments were conducted in class-incremental order [60]
(i.e., cluster-by-cluster) and random order of sample presenta-
tion. Moreover, for each ordering, experiments were repeated
twice per dataset. The semi-supervised learning experiments
were conducted five times per dataset with random ordering.

2) Real-World Image Data: Recently, the ART-based sys-
tems have been applied to process embeddings generated by
deep neural networks, such as clustering in [30] and object
detection in [61]. For online unsupervised and semi-supervised
learning purposes with the FEI dataset, this work uses a
standard face recognition pipeline [42], [62], which, in its
most succinct form, consists of a face detector (MTCNN4 [63]
pretrained model), a feature extractor (VGGFace25 [42] pre-
trained model providing a 2 048-D feature vector for a given
face), and a classifier (e.g., iCVI-TopoARTMAP model).
We extended the cropped area of the face bounding boxes
by 30% like [42] and set the confidence threshold to 0.99.
However, unlike [42], �2 normalization was not used on the
embeddings prior to presentation to any algorithm used here
(Section III-C). The face detector failed in detecting some
faces; these were disregarded. Hence, the total number of faces
was 2 774. Experiments were carried out like the synthetic

4Available at https://github.com/ipazc/mtcnn
5Available at https://github.com/rcmalli/keras-vggface

datasets in terms of orderings for sample presentation and
number of repetitions.

3) Real-World Sensor Data: Like in [6], the experiments
with the GSA dataset were conducted using the first 5 min
of readings from 8 sensors for the gas mixture of ethylene
and CO, wherein batches of 100 samples were averaged as
they arrive, thereby yielding the processed subset with the
properties listed in Table II. Note that in this work, the
label (gas mixture concentration) of the processed subset is
defined as the majority of labels per batch because there
are transitions that are not multiple of 100. Unsupervised
and semi-supervised experiments were conducted once and
five times per dataset, respectively, wherein samples were
presented in their natural temporal order.

In all the semi-supervised learning experiments carried out
in this work, a single sample from each class was ran-
domly chosen for training (initialization in the case of iCVI-
TopoARTMAP). The remaining samples were used for testing
and for iCVI-TopoARTMAP semi-supervised learning.

The evaluation protocol consisted of presenting—at the end
of the stream—the entire data to each method, recording
their predictions, and then measuring their performance. The
algorithms (Section III-C) were evaluated using either the
adjusted rand index (ARI)6 [64] or classification accuracy
(ACC), which correspond to the cases of unsupervised and
semi-supervised learning, respectively.

C. Algorithms, Implementation, and Reproducibility

The iCVI-TopoARTMAP in unsupervised learning mode
was compared with sequential k-means (skm) [65], the
iXB-based method of incremental sequential k-means
(iskm) [16], and the following ART-based clustering algo-
rithms: dual vigilance fuzzy ART (DVFA) [66], topoFA [32]—
only a single module of topoFA was used, and developmental
resonance network (DRN) [36].

Note that except for DRN, none of the previously mentioned
ART-based models can handle use cases in which the data
ranges are unknown, i.e., they require a priori knowledge of the
data maximum and minimum statistics to perform min–max
normalization and subsequent complement coding [25], [33],
[34], [36], [67]. Therefore, to benchmark iCVI-TopoARTMAP
against a larger pool of state-of-the-art ART-based models,
we equipped DVFA and topoFA with online normalization of
inputs, online complement coding, and weight vector rescal-
ing [33], [34] (Section II-A).

The performance of iCVI-TopoARTMAP in the semi-
supervised mode was compared with the prediction of
a 1-nearest neighbor (1-NN) classifier [39]. The latter is com-
monly used in face recognition tasks with deep feature descrip-
tors [41]. Since the FEI face image dataset is used in this
work, 1-NN was chosen for consistency across experiments.

6Most clustering algorithms used in this work do not have a parameter that
explicitly controls the number of clusters: these are dynamically created. The
ARI measures the agreement between some partition and ground truth, thus
enabling the comparison of the algorithms’ partitions even if they comprise
different numbers of clusters: larger values of ARI indicate better partitions,
wherein ARI = 1 corresponds to a perfect agreement.
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Fig. 2. Experiment with iCVI-TopoARTMAP and the S1 dataset (presented in a class-incremental order) as per the parameterization associated with the
results reported in Table III. (a) Color-coded partition and footprints. The connections shown between categories represent the CONN matrix (thicker lines
represent stronger connections)—see CONNvis [35]. Although categories might be connected, the clusters in iCVI-TopoARTMAP are determined by the map
field. (b) Tracking of iCVI-TopoARTMAP: vigilance parameter of module A (ρa ), number of categories, number of clusters, iCH (values were normalized
for visualization purposes), and ARI values over time.

It used the Euclidean distance for the synthetic and sensor
datasets and cosine distance for the FEI dataset.

The iCVI-TopoARTMAP, DVFA, topoFA, 1-NN, and skm
python code are provided at Guise AI’s GitHub repository.7

Some of the iCVI-TopoARTMAP components are based on
the iCVI-toolbox for MATLAB8 [11]. The code for iskm is an
in-house python port of the MATLAB code from9 [16]. The
DRN code is from10 [68]. ARI, and ACC computations as
well as the min–max normalizations were made using scikit-
learn [69]. Finally, the statistical analysis was carried out in R
with the scmamp package [70].

D. Results

All iCVI-TopoARTMAP results reported here were obtained
using iCH, as per its good performance and execution time.
The results for other iCVIs are included in the supplementary
material.

1) Synthetic Data: To illustrate iCVI-TopoARTMAP learn-
ing over time, Fig. 2 depicts this model’s dynamics when
clustering the S1 dataset and the obtained partition. It can
be observed that: 1) the iCVI-based match tracking is con-
stantly triggered as module A’s vigilance parameter toggles
from the baseline 0.7 (ρa) to 0.9 (ρMTicvi ) and 2) there are
several moments in which the compression strategy reduces
the number of categories. Moreover, Fig. 2 also shows that
iCVI-TopoARTMAP achieved and maintained high ARI val-
ues across the majority of the data stream (roughly from the
emergence of the second true cluster onward)—the evaluation
consisted of representing each sample up to time t , predicting
their classes, and computing the ARI.

Table III shows that iCVI-TopoARTMAP outperformed all
other ART-based methods in the online clustering experiments
across different orderings. Table IV shows that regarding
the test accuracy, iCVI-TopoARTMAP in the semi-supervised
mode outperformed 1-NN in all the experiments.

7Available at https://github.com/GuiseAI/iCVI-TopoARTMAP
8Available at https://github.com/ACIL-Group/iCVI-toolbox
9Available at https://github.com/iskmeans/iskm
10Available at https://github.com/Uehwan/Incremental-Learning

TABLE III

RESULTS OF THE UNSUPERVISED LEARNING EXPERIMENTS.
THE BEST PERFORMANCES (ARI) ARE REPORTED IN BOLD

A statistical analysis was carried out following the pro-
cedures described in [70]. For the unsupervised learning
experiments, iCVI-TopoARTMAP was separately compared
with two groups (ART- and non-ART-based methods), wherein
first the Iman–Davenport’s test (omnibus test) was performed
and, if there was an evidence of statistical difference among
the algorithms, the Bergmann and Hommel’s test (post hoc
test) was conducted. For the semi-supervised learning exper-
iments, iCVI-TopoARTMAP and 1-NN test performances
were compared using the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test. The
analysis indicates that under a 0.1 significance level (the
p-values are provided within the supplementary mater-
ial), iCVI-TopoARTMAP: 1) statistically outperforms skm,
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TABLE IV

RESULTS OF THE SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING EXPERIMENTS.
THE BEST PERFORMANCES (ACC) ARE REPORTED IN BOLD

is equivalent to iskm, and outperforms all the ART-based
methods for the class-incremental order of presentation and
2) statistically outperforms all other methods for random order
presentation. Regarding the semi-supervised learning exper-
iments, iCVI-TopoARTMAP statistically outperforms 1-NN
at a 0.05 significance level (p-value = 0.001673).

2) Real-World Image Data: Table III shows that
iCVI-TopoARTMAP outperformed all the methods across
both orderings in the online clustering experiments. Table IV
shows that 1-NN outperformed iCVI-TopoARTMAP in the
semi-supervised mode by a tiny margin.

3) Real-World Sensor Data: Table III shows that iCVI-
TopoARTMAP outperformed the non-ART-based methods in
all the datasets and the ART-based methods in two out of
four sensor datasets (it still ranked second for the GSA and
OD (test 1) datasets). Table IV shows that regarding the test
accuracy, iCVI-TopoARTMAP outperformed 1-NN in most of
the experiments with sensor data.

E. Discussion

1) Computational Time: The tradeoff for the often superior
performance of iCVI-TopoARTMAP is its larger computa-
tional cost compared with the other algorithms (Fig. 3).
Its execution time may significantly vary depending on the
hyperparameterization, particularly with respect to the cho-
sen iCVI and the enabled postprocessing strategies. Fig. 3
shows that skm is faster than iskm and that DVFA and
topoFA were the fastest among the ART models, followed
by DRN [Fig. 3(a) shows that the latter tended to be slower
than iCVI-TopoARTMAP when the number of dimensions
increased]. Fig. 3(b) shows that as expected, 1-NN is faster
than iCVI-TopoARTMAP, because its computations simply

Fig. 3. Elapsed time of algorithms when varying the number of samples
(N ∈ [100, 500, 1, 000, 5 000, 10 000], k = 5, d = 2), clusters (N = 1 000,
k ∈ [5, 10, 25, 50, 100], d = 2), and dimensions (N = 1 000, k = 5,
d ∈ [2, 10, 25, 50, 100]) of a toy synthetic dataset generated using scikit-
learn. (a) Main vigilance parameter of all the ART models, the number of
clusters of skm, and the forgetting factor of iskm were set to 0.9, the ground
truth, and 0.99, respectively. All the iCVI-TopoARTMAP postprocessing
strategies are enabled and ρc = 0. (b) ρa = 0 in iCVI-TopoARTMAP and all
the postprocessing strategies are disabled. iCVI-TopoARTMAP uses iCH in
both (a) and (b).

consist of finding the closest neighbor and there is only one
prototype per class (see Section III-B).

2) Known Versus Unknown Data Range: The vigilance
parameter of an ART network constrains the maximum hyper-
box size of its categories [14]. When the dataset range
is unknown a priori (but tracked), it continuously expands
with each incoming sample. Therefore, categories generated
at the beginning of the data stream are smaller than the
ones generated later in time for the same vigilance value,
which may cause category proliferation. This phenomenon
is clearly observed in Fig. 4, which depicts the outcome
of a class-incremental presentation of the DSO dataset to
iCVI-TopoARTMAP using iCH. In Fig. 4(a), the categories
representing the top two clusters (presented first) are much
smaller than the ones representing the bottom five clusters
(presented last). Fig. 4(b) shows that the compression strategy
(Section II-D) can mitigate this issue and reduce category
proliferation.

To investigate the implication of the a priori knowledge of
the data ranges, experiments were conducted under the same
setup described in Section III-B, but using the data ranges
for min–max normalization of samples for all the algorithms.
The results obtained (detailed in the supplementary material)
indicate that: 1) iCVI-TopoARTMAP in the unsupervised
mode still outperformed all other clustering methods for most
synthetic and FEI datasets; 2) iCVI-TopoARTMAP in the
semi-supervised mode still outperformed 1-NN for all the
synthetic datasets, while the latter yielded superior (but com-
parable) performance for the FEI dataset; and 3) the perfor-
mance degraded for many algorithms across the experiments
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Fig. 4. Effect of the data range expansion on the category size. The
iCVI-TopoARTMAP categories (color-coded by cluster) are depicted when
the DS0 dataset range is unknown and the compression strategy is (a) disabled
and (b) enabled (ρc = ρa ).

with the sensor datasets: in the unsupervised experiments,
iCVI-TopoARTMAP and DRN yielded the best performance
for GSA and OD (training), respectively, whereas skm for OD
(test 1) and (test 2); in the semi-supervised experiments, iCVI-
TopoARTMAP yielded the best performance for GSA and OD
(test 1), whereas 1-NN for OD (training) and OD (test 2).

3) Robustness to Vigilance Parameter Setting: The vigi-
lance parameter is critical to the performance of the ART-
based models, and most of them (including the ones in
this work) require a manual setting [25]. Parameterization of
the online clustering algorithms is a challenging and data-
dependent task [16]. Nonetheless, our experiments with the
synthetic datasets indicate that iCVI-TopoARTMAP coupled
with iCH, iWB, or iPBM yielded superior performance for a
wider range of vigilance values when compared with the other
ART models. This combination seemed particularly robust in
the case that the data range is unknown, as depicted in Fig. 5
(see the supplementary material for additional graphs).

4) Order Dependence and Order Indifference: Order depen-
dence is widely known to be important in incremental learning
(see [25], [59] and the references cited within), and thus, for
many online agglomerative clustering algorithms, the order in
which samples are presented can lead to substantial perfor-
mance variations. Naturally, ordering affects these algorithms
differently, but for many of them, moving toward an orderly
presentation typically tends to facilitate learning. For instance,
in scenarios in which the data ranges are known a priori, fuzzy
ART, DVFA, and topoFA tend to perform better when samples
are sorted using visual assessment of cluster tendency [71] and
worse for random presentation [45], [59], [66], [72].

The results obtained in this work suggest that regardless of
the a priori knowledge of data ranges, skm tends to perform
poorly for class-incremental and better for random presenta-
tion (this is in agreement with [6], [16]), whereas the opposite
was observed for iskm. In turn, the performances of DVFA
and topoFA were better for class-incremental presentation in
the case of the known data range (thus corroborating the
findings in [45], [59], [66], [72]); however, no conclusive
relationship was observed for the case of unknown data
range. DRN performed better for class-incremental presenta-
tion compared with random for both known and unknown
data ranges. Finally, iCVI-TopoARTMAP using iCH was

Fig. 5. Performances, number of categories, and number of clusters of the
ART-based models as a function of their main vigilance parameter for the S1
dataset. Samples are presented in a class-incremental order and the data range
is unknown. The iCVI-TopoARTMAP model uses iCH.

TABLE V

EXPECTED ABSOLUTE PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RANDOM
AND CLASS-INCREMENTAL PRESENTATIONS. THE SMALLEST

DIFFERENCES ARE REPORTED IN BOLD

minimally affected by ordering effects for the majority of
experiments with synthetic and image datasets: a high degree
of order indifference was observed for this model, as it
yielded consistent performance (either superior or comparable
to other methods) for both random and class-incremental
orderings irrespective of the data range knowledge. In fact,
Table V shows that the expected absolute performance dif-
ference between these two orders of presentation across the
aforementioned datasets (i.e., E[|pr,d− pci,d |], where pr,d and
pci,d are the ARI values for random and class-incremental
presentations of dataset d , respectively) is smaller for the ART
models compared with the non-ART models, wherein iskm
and iCVI-TopoARTMAP using iCH yielded the largest and
smallest differences, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

This article presented iCVI-TopoARTMAP, a novel model
for online unsupervised and semi-supervised learning. It is
equipped with several features, such as iCVI-based match
tracking, online label generation driven by a user-selected
iCVI, storage of additional local footprints (e.g., frequency,
mean, compactness, and connectivity matrix), online normal-
ization and complement coding of samples, online weight
vector rescaling, as well as heuristics for swapping categories
between clusters, merging and splitting clusters, reducing the
number of categories, and pruning and reassigning satellite
categories. In addition, because of the map field component
of the ARTMAP architecture, iCVI-TopoARTMAP is capable
of incremental multiprototype-based representation of clusters.

In most experiments, iCVI-TopoARTMAP in the unsuper-
vised mode yielded performance superior or comparable to
the state-of-the-art iCVI-based and ART-based clustering algo-
rithms, even after augmenting some of the latter to enable their
application in use cases with unknown data ranges. Moreover,
while the performances of the competitor algorithms were
affected in different levels when samples were presented ran-
domly or in a class-incremental fashion (a dramatic decrease in
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performance was observed for some of these algorithms when
faced with particular ordering instances), iCVI-TopoARTMAP
remained very resilient. In addition, iCVI-TopoARTMAP in a
semi-supervised mode often yielded a superior or comparable
test performance to the prediction of a 1-NN classifier.
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